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hopefully in a year or so, when you don't find anything that looks like it is a bug in your os, you should upgrade. plus, if the
updates are especially bad, you may experience some issues, and i'm sure you'd be willing to give us a call. as someone who's
been using computers for 25 years, i'm somewhat expert on this subject, and i'm sure i can help you. i have to try it out. does
your site have a contact us page? if you do, i'll have to try it, but i'm so excited that i think i might spontaneously combust. i'll
pm you my e-mail address, and hopefully i'll be able to hear from you soon. hill top house also featured the wicked white web,
a web of white light; people saw it sometimes after they’d travelled too far, or become very drunk; it hung in their eyes. this
opened up to the mad white web — a web of blood and violence, and after it touched someone, they turned wicked. the web

damaged most people, but it was not always so. here, children, for instance, with their innocence and love, were the most
vulnerable. the remaining children, john and tim and jane, eventually became five of the best friends a young boy could have,
and formed a band. they became the "five musicians," and the music, based on the tom cats, was very popular. the web got

further. children now mutated into something monstrous, and were called lycanthropes. the five musicians band split into two,
and tim, jane, and john went on to make music under their band names. john, however, became ill, and though he recovered,
he remained pale. he developed the evil eye. the web grew stronger and he became a great vampire called, "the count." jane,

too, turned pale, and soon died. then, under the influence of the count, tim too began to become pale.
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speaking of the c-5i, it's
pretty close to the 400 at
the moment. i bought it
because the gns 530 is a

nice starting place, and what
with the upcoming c-5i, i
have a little while to wait

until i can use the c-5i as my
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base trainer. that's why i
bought the c-5i while i

could! you get the ability to
configure the gns530 in

flight as a gns530v2 with a
[5] display and a couple of
other options. i was hoping
that i could get a little more

functionality out of the
gns530v2, but sadly that's
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not the case. for instance,
there's a bug with the

aileron trim button, and it
just keeps resetting itself

when you get it into
advanced parameters. i

can't imagine what the hell
boeing is thinking, if they

have this feature that's not
even functioning properly.
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i've already made an official
complaint to garmin support

about it. the reality xp
screens have the same
widgets as the gns, and

unlike the gns530, you can
run multiple screens. this

allows you to compare
different parameters

between the screens in
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flight, as well as emulate
features on the screens. for

example, the wheels in
reality xp can be scrolled

through. this allows you to
turn the wheels 180

degrees, and to even turn
them left and right. then
again, you can flip the

charts to display either fuel
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information or wind
information. the thing that's

so awesome about the
screens in reality xp is that
once you turn one screen
off, it's as if you're on a

totally different screen. you
can't see the screens on-

screen in the gns, but if you
turn the gns off, you can see
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the screens in the reality xp
in place of the gns.
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